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concerns set against the realities of quantitative logic, be that in the realms of structural 
engineering, economic constraints, environmental sustainability and so on. Namely, 
the profi ciency that we need to hone is (as it always has been for the architect) that of 
“building” an assembly from many disparate parts, vectors, and phenomena. It is with 
this somewhat ambiguous but nevertheless critical label of the “spatial engineer” that we 
understand our “expertise”, enabling us to work alongside other “experts” who are cru-
cial to the designs of our buildings, environments, and cities. We have entered an era of 
rapid change in which the autonomy of the singular visionary is no longer viable. Today, 
and even more so in the future, the collaboration between the architect and other disci-
plines with diverse areas of expertise is key to harnessing the many opportunities that 
lie before us. As architects, our ability to traverse art, science, business, philosophy and 
engineering brings relevance to our discipline and places it in a key position.

Hani Rashid

Deep_Futures Lab Deep_Futures Lab 
University of Applied Arts ViennaUniversity of Applied Arts Vienna

 The real challenge for architects is to produce works
 that have the potential to positively impact our 
 future cities, urban spaces, architecture, and there-
 fore the immutable spirit of humankind. 
 Teaching architecture today in the post-information 
age requires both the agility and the desire to embrace 
constant change, especially when it comes to “designing” 
pedagogy. Any radical position today can be easily and 
expediently co-opted by mainstream practices and trans-
formed into a new normal. Perhaps the most obvious 
yet profound question to ask within a pedagogical frame-
work is how the role of the architect might evolve as we 
venture into the near and deep future. More than ever, 
there is a pressing need to rethink and retool our discipline 
as well as to reconsider our pedagogical methods in 
such a way that we can not only anticipate, but also shape 
and meaningfully contribute to the moving target that is 
the future.

Over the past two decades, there have been monumental 
shifts in our discipline on which the increasing impor-
tance of technology, from global networks of production 
to the ubiquity of social networks, has had an immense 
impact. The playing fi eld on which new ideas are now 
disseminated and vetted has been altered, dramatically 
aff ecting education, practice, and the communities we 
build. All told, these infl uences are profound and relevant 
to how one approaches education and how one inspires 
and stimulates the next generation(s) of architects, theo-
rists, and practitioners. 

Architects were once the essential protagonists when it 
came to questions regarding the future of our cities. 
Such fi gures as Buckminster Fuller, Ralph Erskine, Yona 
Friedman, Constant Nieuwenhuys, Paolo Soleri and many 
others met the notion of the future of cities, and even 
our planet, head on and without compromise. Today, cities 
are changing dramatically by virtue of a myriad of factors, 
and looming large amongst them is globalization and the 
socio-political and economic fl ux that has resulted there-
from. Coupled with these are the profound technological 
innovations on the horizon that will have the potential to 

not only enhance our lives but by extension also aff ect how
we inhabit our cities. The insight of the architect, with 
respect to how and what we build, has perhaps never been 
more critical. Architects, however, run the very real risk 
of becoming irrelevant with these and other dynamics at 
play. On the one hand, there is the profession’s growing 
reliance on “experts” and consultants; on the other is the
shaping of an urban realm that is increasingly controlled 
by politicians, economists, technocrats, real estate mag-
nates, activist groups and other stakeholders. 

It is therefore imperative that, moving forward, we enact 
a pedagogical trajectory towards the redefi ning of 
what the “expertise” of the architect is or should be. The 
Deep_Futures Lab in Vienna at the Institute of Architec-
ture at the University of Applied Arts is designed to tackle 
such issues. The program is focused on providing stu-
dents with critical tool sets that promote new ways of theo-
rizing and designing architectural solutions. In considering 
how architects are to be educated in order to gain their 
“expertise”, some hard and important questions need to 
be asked. How do we revise, or rather rethink, the neces-
sary skill sets with which architects need to become 
adept? How can the confl icting requirements to be both 
generalists and knowledgeable “experts” be reconciled?  
And although “making and managing policy” is critical 
today in aff ecting change, what other methods are there for 
working against the status quo, in search of new and 
exciting possibilities? Innovative visionary architects have 
always questioned prevailing rules, dogma, and older 
methodologies; so while architects are professionals we 
also must be creative, innovative, and maintain an aspect 
of the renegade. With that in mind, how does the archi-
tect again confront radical thought and produce provo-
cative positions and ideas?

At the Deep_Futures Lab, we have coined the term “spatial 
engineer” to articulate a redefi nition of our discipline and 
pursuits in architecture, using this nomenclature to 
illuminate what one might say is our “core competency.” 
In other words, our expertise resides between the realms 
of art and engineering. Our domain is a terrain of spatial 
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IC Arctic
International Center for the Arctic, Tromsø, Norway
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Vienna Central Train Station, Austria
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Alpha-Beta Headquarters
Tallinn, Estonia
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